Diagram for Rules Judge
When Time Runs Out

TIME = Time Runs Out

Question has NOT been completely read…

No team has buzzed in

TIME

OVER

Player buzzed in before time

TIME

RECOGNIZED

RIGHT

BONUS

OVER

WRONG

Question is read in its entirety to the other team

TIME

BLURT

Question is read in its entirety to the other team

RIGHT

BONUS

OVER

WRONG

OVER

WRONG

BONUS

OVER
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Diagram for Rules Judge
When Time Runs Out

TIME = Time Runs Out

- Question has been completely read...
  - TIME
    - No team has buzzed in
      - OVER
    - Player buzzed in before time
      - TIME
        - RECOGNIZED
          - RIGHT
            - BONUS
              - OVER
          - WRONG
            - OVER
        - BLURT
          - Other team has 5 seconds to buzz in for answer
            - RIGHT
              - BONUS
                - OVER
            - WRONG
              - OVER